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- 'SQ' spiritual quota intelligence development does not evolve 
from EQ emotional intelligence development modeling. 

- 'SQ' spiritual quota executive functions operate fluidly by 
spatial non-local consciousness albeit discernible by the 
personality, others, and environment; heightened psychic 
exchange 'spiritual atmospheres' can catalyze innovation.

- 'SQ' spiritual quota 'problem-space' perception demonstration 
ignites paradigm shifts in organizational 'OI' literacy. 

- Unlocking 'SQ' spiritual quota collective intelligence 
simultaneously up-levels HCI technology interactions.
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- Generative 'OI' learning relay methods ground co-produced, 
'knowledge strategy' innovations.

- Next-level communities of practice 'COP' collaboration skills 
development (CSD) is an open empirical field of study.

- Accelerated higher conductivity organizational learning 
models, or wholistic 'energy-information' 'OI' informed literacy, 
means adopting new millennium aptitudes, clarified relational 
relevance, and activated-heightened 'OI' capability inventories. 

- Knowledge workers' can learn/ teach 'how to' and 'what it feels 
like' to intuitively/ instinctively recognize transformative power 
'phase tooling' and source implicit business intelligence, similar 
to human capital data mining. 

- Knowledge workers are agile authors, teachers, historians, 
researchers, and 'OI' learning facilitators.

- Knowledge culture 'functional wholism' frameworks typically 
comprise 5 basic elements as knowledge generation, 
knowledge sharing, knowledge strategies, knowledge base 
authoring, and knowledge management.

- Today's sophisticated 'knowledge workers' are highly-sensitive, 
co-creatively powerful organizational members imbued by the 
'spiritus' of awakened right action in the world.

SUMMARY:  Future-forward HCI 'human consciousness to technology'© products and services represent authenticated 'spirit-to-systems' 
intelligence© that originate at the fundamental level of 'SQ' spiritual quota development until a unified organizational 'OI' literacy occurs 
within the knowledge culture. Empathic sciences© encircle intuitive, historic, quantum, and restorative levels of information relay; 
experiential, social-transference, cosmic relevance, and transcendent progressions of unfolding human consciousness, that exists and 
flows freely within the psychic exchange levels of thought as organizational energy-currencies. Some manifestations are reported by 
psychoenergetic science. Knowledge taxonomies, paradigmatic information systems infrastructures, 'potentiality' data types, unaltered 
collection dynamics, importance, purpose, and possibility expansive core reach can be effectively articulated and translated by the expert 
Intuitive Business Analyst facilitating organizational 'OI' literacy.
Visit :  ht tps://www.businesspsychic.net / intuit ivebusinessanalysis

Revelatory 'SQ' spiritual quota intelligence 'knowledge 
sourcing' organizat ional 'OI' literacy development  enlarges 
systems sciences dist inct ions.

Implicit  Business Intelligence© t ranslat ion, techniques, tools, 
and methods are used to help create 'energy-information' 
integrat ion rest ing points and take the mystery out of abstract 
yet experient ial intuit ive, transformational, and revelatory 
knowledge generat ion. This concerns adroit ly 'controlling' and 
interpret ing the psychic environment, exchange levels of 
thought, or psychoenerget ic flows, to ensure 'knowledge 
worker' comprehension, adaptat ion, and behavioral pattern 
reformation when sharing the psychically act ivated spat ial 
field. And encountering the contrast realit ies of anachronist ic 
states of consciousness often attributed to the essent ial 5 
phases of transformational change. Unseen company dynamics 
are at play that can be effect ively mapped to reveal disrupt ive 
knowledge strategies often radically shift ing marketplace 
significance. Transcendent human imaginat ion, confluence, 
prophetic facult ies, and non-local sense-making is relevant to 
the heurist ics of accelerated 'OI' organizat ional literacy 
learning models at higher conduct ivity.

- Systems sciences innovation modeling serves as the 
meta-analysis structure for 21st Century knowledge cultures. 

9 Process Markers:
1. Presence
2. Activation 'SQ' Spiritual Quota
3. Spontaneous Chaos Up-leveling
4. Synergistic 'SQ' Validation
5. Transformational Alignment
6. Collective Energy-Currency Integration
7. Purpose Impact Translation
8. Critical Reflexivity Revelation 
9. Analogizing Interpretation Proficiency

- Implicit business intelligence 'knowledge sourcing' is vested 
within 9 'process markers' of transformative power phase tooling.

- Next level human 'capability inventories' like new millennium 
aptitudes can manifest as collective intelligence; and psychic 
exchange levels of problem solving access, utility, and outcome.

- Developmental 'OI' human capital immersion participation, 
practices, generative learning, and programming constitutes 
organized informed literacy. For example, new data types, unique 
information experiences, data collection processes, taxonomic 
knowledge indexes, leveraged knowledge mapping, etc.  

- Unique organizational 'OI' potentiality blueprints drive company 
purpose; translated and mapped as marketplace significance.  

- Psychoenergetic sciences reveal coupled states of human 
consciousness operates within new physics realms.  
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